
PARTS OF A LAB

The Parts of a Laboratory Report. Introduction: What is the context in which the experiment takes place? The primary
job of any scientific Introduction is to.

Often, the abstract is the last piece of the report written. Therefore, this information would be most useful for
level students as lab reports are often required for those courses. In our experiment, some of the items
indicated under each section may not be needed. Describe the uncertainties: standard, instrument, random
errors Provide graphs. Earlier in this guide we discussed pre-lab research, which covers evaluating,
organizing, and integrating research in your report. Although the major part of scientific investigation takes
place in the laboratory--connecting equipment together, repairing, obtaining supplies and samples, checking
each apparatus for consistency, calibration, and finally data collection by running the experimentâ€”a great
deal of time is spent to present the results in a concise, objective, critical and conclusive format called
laboratory report similar to research paper. Describe what additional research might resolve contradictions or
explain exceptions. If your professor says you can simply state that you followed the procedure in the manual,
be sure you still document occasions when you did not follow that exactly e. Data Numerical data obtained
from your procedure usually is presented as a table. Usually, an instructor does not want you to repeat the lab
manual, but to show your own comprehension of the problem. Give the instrument uncertainties. Methods and
Materials or Equipment can usually be a simple list, but make sure it is accurate and complete. Physical
Measurements-phys , dr. Usually a hypothesis is written to show the relationship between the independent and
dependent variables. There is no short list of instructions for writing a good laboratory report. What do you
already know that leads you to guess this outcome? Explain how your results relate to expectations and to
references cited. Was it avoidable? Some instructors require the lab report be included in a lab notebook ,
while others will request a separate report. Suppose that the outcome is not close to what you expected. It is
normally desirably to test as quickly as possible after sampling in order to avoid potential sample
contamination. Usually you will have discussed these in the introduction.


